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almost anyone who has heard anything about mormon
history has heard of porter rockwell the legend of this man
stands at the pinnacle of mormon folklore harold schindler
has undertaken the difficult perhaps even impossible task
of attempting to uncover the facts of a life so shrouded by
myth and mystery and to interpret them in a way which will
give meaning to the man and his work

rockwell was a man who was loved and hated with equally
extreme passion he was a man to whom dedication to his
church meant more than all else his epitaph said that he was
brave and loyal to his faith true to the prophet jos smith
rockwell was one of the early converts to the church and an
early friend of the prophet after his birth in massachusetts
and his move to new york he endured with the saints the
persecutions of independence and far west as well as those
of nauvoo rockwell was a danite in missouri though not a
leader indeed he was such a minor figure that his missouri
career is often difficult to follow and schindler s account is
often conjectural in nauvoo he was a close friend to joseph
one of his bodyguards and the man who rowed him to iowa
to begin the abortive journey to the rocky mountains after
joseph s murder rockwell was involved in the war which
raged between the mormonscormons and gentiles of hancock county

after being acquitted on murder charges which grew out
of the hancock county war rockwell joined the saints on
their move west he was a member of the advance party which
entered the salt lake valley in july 1847 after his arrival in
utah rockwell lived and carried on business at several places
including salt lake city point of the mountain and tooelethoele
county

he participated in the utah war as a leader of a guerilla
band and died in 1878 while under indictment for murders
which took place during that war

though schindler s work is good especially as a life and
times account it raises in the mind of this reviewer several
questions the author presents quotations from a number of
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authors using the term danitescanitesDanites and other related terms but
he never really comes to grips with the problem of the existence
of danitescanites in utah territory indeed the bulk of the evidence
which schindler presents would tend to contradict the view
that such an organization existed in utah he gives a great
deal of credence to the statements of a pseudonymous achilles
whose book the destroying angels ofof Mormonmormondomsonzdonz purports
to be a sketch of the life of rockwell schlinder sets as his goal
the history of a myth a folk legend not less than the history

of a man p 10 he has attempted to judge the accuracy of
the sources but the reader is left at the end without knowing
where 0 P rockwell the man ends and old port the folk
legend begins it is clear that schindler does not believe some
of the extreme accounts such as those of fitz hugh ludlow
but he presents on the unsubstantiated word of achilles and
others accounts of rockwell s alleged complicity in murders
including those of an old lady and a negro

on the other hand schindler s evidence that rockwell
may have been responsible for the murders for which he stood
indicted at the time of his death appp 27379273 79 appears fairly
reliable even here however some questions are raised in the
reviewer s mind what was rockwell s motive for the acts
the author suggests the theft of the money being carried by
the men appp 271 and 273 but rockwell s whole pattern of
life as schindler has painted it would contradict the assumption
that such a motive would appeal to rockwell the murders
took place during the utah war but schindler presents little
to suggest that the war itself or even the reformation which
was going on at the time might have played a significant part
in the murders

schindler is convinced that rockwell was probably guilty
of the attempted assassination of lilburn W boggs here the
principal evidence is rockwell s presence near independence
at the time and a report by wilhelm W wymetal that patrick
E connor said that rockwell told him he had shot boggs
schindler says that rockwell did not lie appp 798079 80 if
as schindler says rockwell did not lie how does one explain
rockwell s assertion that he was seven miles north of inde-
pendencependence on the night of the crime appp 848584 85 there are a
number of other problems with schindler s evidence it is dif-
ficult to determine how rockwell could have escaped indict
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mehrwentment for the crime had there been a shred of evidence against
him the argument that rockwell might have been trying to
fulfill prophecy p 72 is specious rockwell should have
been aware according to joseph smith s own statement that
everything which the prophet said was not to be taken as the
word of god

schindler has covered the available primary evidence quite
thoroughly and it is not from his lack of research that
lacunae remain in rockwell s career the account of his
activities in missouri is sketchy and were it not embellished
by description of the general situation there would be
little to say of rockwell except that he lived there with his
family and operated a ferry in spite of his thorough research
in contemporary records schindler has left out of consideration
some more recent accounts which might have helped supply a
general picture of many problems norman furniss account
of the mormon conflict is not cited dallin oakes article in
the utah law review on the nauvoo expositor case might
have thrown more light on the state s case against joseph
smith gustive 0 larson s article in the utah historical quart-
erly on the reformation of the late 1850 s might have helped
in interpreting that period also in the opinion of this reviewer
schindler s discrimination in the use of anti mormon sources
is often questionable nevertheless because of the depth of
primary research and in spite of its shortcomings this ac-
count will undoubtedly stand for some time as the standard
volume on the subject
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